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The ratio of neutral Higgs field vacuum expectation values, tanb, is one of the most important parameters
to determine in type-II two Higgs doublet models, specifically the minimal supersymmetric standard model.
Assuming the energies and integrated luminosity of a future high energye1e2 linear collider ofAs5500, 800,
1000, and 1500 GeV andL51 ab21 we show that associatedtH6 production ingg collisions can be used to
make an accurate determination of tanb for low and high tanb by precision measurements of thegg
→H6t1X cross section.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental open question of the standard model~SM!
is the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking~EWSB!
@1,2#. The simplest description of EWSB results in one ne
tral scalar particle which, however, has well known proble
associated with it.A priori, a more complicated Higgs secto
is phenomenologically just as viable@3#. The next simplest
case is the general two Higgs doublet model~2HDM!. A
constrained version of the 2HDM is a part of the minim
supersymmetric extension of the SM~MSSM! @4,5# where
spontaneous symmetry breaking is induced by two comp
Higgs doublets and leads to five physical scalars: the neu
CP-evenh0 and H0 bosons, the neutralCP-odd A0 boson,
and the chargedH6 bosons. At the tree level the MSSM
Higgs sector has two free parameters which are usually ta
to be the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the
Higgs doublets, tanb5v2 /v1, wherev2 couples to the up-
type quarks andv1 to the down-type quarks, and the mass
the A0 boson,mA . The elucidation of EWSB is the primar
goal of the Large Hadron Collider~LHC! at CERN and the
proposed high energye1e2 Linear Collider~LC! @6–13#.

The ratio of neutral Higgs field vacuum expectation v
ues, tanb, is a key parameter needed to be determined
type-II two Higgs doublet models and the MSSM. In add
tion to providing information about the structure of the no
minimal Higgs sector, the measurement of this param
also provides an important check of supersymmetry struc
as this parameter also enters the chargino, neutralino,
third generation squark matrices and couplings@14#. Never-
theless, the Yukawa couplings of Higgs bosons are the m
direct way to probe the structure of the vacuum state of th
theories. To address this issue a number of recent stu
have examined how one could measure tanb at the LHC
@15# and future high energye1e2 colliders @16–21#. A gg
‘‘Compton collider’’ option, from backscattered laser ligh
0556-2821/2003/68~5!/053001~7!/$20.00 68 0530
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off of highly energetic electron beams, has been advocate
a valuable part of the linear collider program which cou
make crucial measurements of the Higgs sector@22#. If
charged Higgs bosons were observed, cross section mea
ments could potentially give information about the under
ing theory. Analysis of the processe1e2→H1H2 indicates
that the absolute event rate and ratios of branching ratio
various H1H2 final state channels will allow a relativel
accurate determination of tanb at low tanb @13#. The
branching ratios forH, A, and H6 are sensitive to tanb
when tanb is less than roughly 20 so that a precise measu
ment of branching ratios can give a good determination
tanb.

Another possibility for measuring tanb is associatedtH6

production ingg collisions @23#. The subprocessbg→H2t
proceeds viabg fusion and utilizes theb-quark content of
the photon. Despite the fact that there is good agreemen
the b-quark content of the photon between the existing s
of photon parton distribution functions, at this time there a
no experimental data to back up the theoretical calculatio
This is not an insurmountable problem. A direct measu
ment of theb-quark content of the photon is possible in
linear e1e2 or eg collider ~see for example Ref.@24#! and
such a measurement will need to be made before, and i
pendently of, the process discussed in this paper. In this
per we study how well the subprocessbg→H2t can be used
to measure tanb. We find that it can be used to make a go
determination of tanb for most of the parameter space wi
the exception of the region around tanb.7. As such, it is a
useful complement to other measurements for studying tab
@18#.

II. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

The processgg→tH61X makes use of thetbH6 inter-
action to measure tanb. The interaction is given by@25,26#
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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i
Vtb

A2v
@mbtanb~11g5!1mtcotb~12g5!#. ~1!

To calculate the processgg→H2t1X we calculate the subprocessgb→H2t and convolute it with theb distribution in the
photon. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. It has been shown that this is a reasonable approximation for the energies and k
regions we are considering in this paper@24#. The amplitude squared for the subprocessbg→tH2 is given by

( uM ~bg→tH6!u258A2GFpa~mb
2tan2b1mt

2/tan2b!H Qb
2
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In our numerical results we include an additional factor o
from producing either anH1 or H2 and a factor of 2 be-
cause theb-quark can come from either initial photon. W
note that we are ignoringmb compared tomt andMH every-
where except in the coupling factor wherembtanb can be
comparable tomt /tanb. To obtain the subprocess cross se
tion we integrate the matrix element using Monte Carlo
tegration@26# and convolute the subprocess with theb-quark
distribution in the photon and the photon spectrum, either
energy distribution obtained from backscattering a laser fr
an electron beam@27# or the Weizsa¨cker-Williams distribu-
tion @28#. The cross sections are found by evaluating
following expression:

s5E dx1dx2dx3f g/e~x1! f g/e~x2! f b/g~x3!ŝ~ ŝ! ~3!

whereŝ( ŝ) is the subprocess cross section for center of m

energyAŝ. We have only included tree-level contribution
and are aware that higher order corrections are likely to
non-negligible. Nevertheless, we feel that our approach
satisfactory for a preliminary study to gauge the potentia
this process for measuring tanb. Our calculations have ex
plicit dependence on theb and t-quark masses. We takemb
54.4 GeV,mt5175 GeV, andVtb;1. In addition, we used
MW580.41 GeV, GF51.16631025 GeV22, and a
51.0/128.0@29#. To obtain numerical results we used th

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the processgg→tH21X pro-
ceeding via theb-quark content of the photon.
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Glück-Reya-Vogt~GRV! distributions @30#. Other distribu-
tions are available@31,32# and with recent LEP and HERA
data, updates are forthcoming@33#. The cross section is
shown in Fig. 2 as a function ofMH for As5500 GeV for
tanb51.5, 3, 7, 30, and 40.

The process we are studying has two initial state photo
In addition to the backscattered laser photons the initial s
photons can also be Weizsa¨cker-Williams photons brem-
strahlung from the initial electron beams so that in addit
to gg collisions we also considereg and e1e2 collisions.
We show the cross sections for thegg, eg ande1e2 modes
in Fig. 3 for tanb53 and 40. One sees that the cross s
tions decrease by about an order of magnitude for each
placement of backscattered laser photons with Weizsa¨cker-
Williams photons although the cross sections

MH (GeV)
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σ 
 (f

b
)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

101

√see=500 GeV

σ(γγ→ H+/-+X)

tanβ=1.5

tanβ=40

FIG. 2. s(gg→tH21X) for the gg backscattered laser cas
with Asee5500 GeV and tanb51.5 ~short-dashed line!, 3 ~dotted
line!, 7 ~solid line!, 30 ~dot-dot-dashed line!, and 40~long-dashed
line!.
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backscattered laser photons give lower kinematic limits
to the cutoff in their energy spectrum. Because good sta
tics are central to extracting precision measurements of tab
we find that the error increases substantially for theeg and
e1e2 cases compared to thegg case.

This is a preliminary analysis; as such we do not exp
itly consider detector efficiencies nor include backgroun
They are taken into account by assuming different values
the overall detection efficiency which we discuss below. A
ditionally, we do not include decay branching ratios. T
branching ratios are well known@34,35#, and dominated by
tb or tnt depending on theH6 mass and tanb.

A precise measurement of tanb depends on a precis
measurement of thetH6 production cross section. Thus, th
issue of extracting the event signal from backgrounds and
efficiency with which this can be accomplished becomes
determining factor in the tanb measurement. The most sig
nificant backgrounds which need to be separated out
gg→t t̄ andgg→tb̄1 t̄ b ~where one of theb’s is lost down
the beam! andgg→tb̄1W2 ~where theb is lost down the
beam and theW decays tot1 n̄t). The final state, and thu
the most significant background, depends on the mass,MH6.
If MH6.mt , H6→tb will be the dominant decay mode an
if MH6,mt , H6→tn will be the dominant decay mode. I
either case, these backgrounds can be distinguished from
signal by reconstructing the final states.

For the case thatMH6.mt there will be twot-quarks in
the final state. Each of thet-quarks will decay tobWwith the
W’s subsequently decaying to eitherqq̄ ( j j ) or ,n final
states. The hadronicW decays lead to three jets in the fin
state while the leptonicW decay leads to one jet, an isolate
lepton and missing energy. To reconstruct the event
needs to associate the final state jets, leptons, and mis
energy with the originating parton.b-tagging is crucial to
reconstructing the event and there is a tradeoff of efficie
versus mistagging ac or udsjet. TheW is reconstructed from

MH (GeV)

100 150 200 250

σ 
 (f

b
)

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

101

√see=500 GeV

σ(γγ→ H+/-+X)

tanβ=3

tanβ=40

σ(eγ→ H+/-+X)

σ(e+e-→ H+/-+X)

FIG. 3. s(gg→tH21X) for the gg, eg ande1e2 cases with
Asee5500 GeV and for tanb53 ~dashed lines! and 40 ~solid
lines!. For each set the largest cross section is for thegg case, the
middle cross section for theeg case and the smallest cross secti
for the e1e2 case.
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the non-b-tagged jets and thet is reconstructed through
constrained fit to theW and theb-jet that gives the best fit to
the t-quark mass. For leptonicW decay the longitudinal com
ponent of the neutrino momentum can be fixed using theW
mass constraint with the missing transverse momentum.
remainingb-jet is paired with the reconstructed top to reco
struct theH6. As it is not possible to know which of the two
top quarks originates from the Higgs decay there is a la
combinatorial background from signal events and the ass
ated difficulty in assigning non-b jets to the correct top clus
ter. However, the constrained kinematic fits can be used
distinguish between the signal and background. After imp
ing selection criteria signal events can be selected with so
efficiency but with some fraction of the events misidentifi
background.

For the caseMH6,mt the final state will consist of a
chargedt-lepton, at-neutrino and at-quark, which will lead
to 0, 1 or 2 charged leptons, missingE

T
and at least one jet

As above, thet-quark can be reconstructed from theb-tagged
jet and hadronic or leptonicW decay products, with some
efficiency and some probability of misidentification. Give
the success of the LEP Collaborations in measuringt prop-
erties, for example thet lifetime @36# and polarization@37–
40#, t-leptons can be reconstructed successfully in a colli
environment. Thet-lepton can be reconstructed from lo
multiplicity, collimated ~one-prong! hadronic decays, with
the t mass constraint determining the transverse momen
of thent produced in thet decay. Such single prong decay
account for approximately 46% of allt decays @Br(t
→pn);12%, Br(t→rn);26% andBr(t→a1n);8%].
As noted above, LEP Collaborations have been successf
reconstructingt events; for example, ALEPH@37# report
60–80 % efficiency in reconstructing single prongt decays,
with misidentification generally between 4–20 %. ALEP
report on twot identification techniques, one with highe
efficiency but higher misidentification probability than th
other. This is a generic property oft reconstruction. Other
LEP Collaborations report similar efficiencies and sam
purities@38–40#. Leptonict decays, on the other hand, hav
two neutrinos, each carrying transverse momentum, mak
the full reconstruction of thet problematic. Furthermore, th
measurement considered here is going to be made afte
discovery and measurement of the charged Higgs boson
the Higgs boson mass can be used to constrain the trans
momentum of thent produced in the charged Higgs boso
decay. We expect, then, that using only single prong, h
ronic t decay modes,t-leptons will be reconstructed with
approximately 30% efficiency. However, to be conservati
we assume similar reconstruction efficiencies for thet andt,
and give sensitivity curves for a common set of assum
reconstruction efficiencies. A more complete analysis m
include detector efficiency, backgrounds and branching
tios.

How well the signal can be separated from the ba
ground depends critically on theb tagging efficiency which
in turn depends on details of the detector. Studies using
tector simulations have been performed on related proces
They have found that the efficiency is inversely related to
1-3
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purity of the t-quark sample, i.e., the higher the purity th
smaller the efficiency. In practice one wants to find the po
on this efficiency-purity curve that maximizes the signal
background ratio. Detailed studies on processes similar to
one we are studying useb-tagging efficiencye.10% for a
high purity (*90% purity!, yet statistically significant
sample. Given that it is impossible to know the exact va
to use for this important parameter without a real detec
with measured properties we give results for different val
of the event reconstruction efficiency. With this approa
experimentalists can decide which value most closely co
sponds to their detector.

Another consideration is the variation ofBR(H6→tb)
with tanb andMH6, especially for small valued tanb where
the tb mode competes with thetn mode. As noted above, w
assume similar reconstruction efficiencies for these
modes and assume that experiments can measure this pr
through both charged Higgs boson decay modes.

tanβ 

10 20 30 40

σ 
 (f

b
)

0.1

1.0

10.0

100.0

√see=1000 GeV

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

∆
tanβ/ tanβ 

σ(γγ→tH-+X +cc)

∆tanβ/tanβ

FIG. 4. s(gg→tH21X) vs tanb for the backscattered lase
case and the sensitivities to tanb based only on statistical error
~solid lines! for Asee51 TeV and MH5200 GeV. For the cross
sections, the solid line represents the expected cross section a
nominal value of tanb, while the dashed~dotted! line represents
the expected cross section at tanb2D tanb(tanb1D tanb).

tanβ 
0 10 20 30 40

∆t
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n β
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1.0

√see=1000 GeV

FIG. 5. D tanb/tanb vs tanb for the gg ~solid lines!, eg
~dashed lines! and e1e2 ~dotted lines! collider modes forAsee

51 TeV andMH5200 GeV.
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To obtain our results we assume 1 ab21 for the integrated
luminosities, the standard used in many LC studies, to e
mate event rates and hence statistical errors. We consid
center of mass energies appropriate to the various linear
lider energies proposed:As5500, 800, 1000, and 1500 GeV

The upper and lower limits on tanb are obtained as the
values of tanb6D tanb for which the cross sections ar
statistically consistent with the cross sections obtained us
the central value of tanb given on the x-axis. In Fig. 4 we
show the cross section versus tanb along with the 1-s errors
on tanb presented as the ratioD tanb/tanb. Over most of
the tanb range there is a strong dependence of the cr
section on tanb so that a precise cross section measurem
will result in a good determination of tanb. However, at
tanb.627 the cross section is at a minimum so th
Ds/D tanb;0 resulting in very little sensitivity to tanb in
this region. The minimum of cross section can be seen b
numerically and analytically. The matrix element squar
given in Eq. ~2!, is proportional tomb

2tan2b1mt
2/tan2b;

minimizing this with respect to tanb, we find tanbmin

the

tanβ 

10 20 30 40

∆t
an

β/
ta

n β
 

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

(b) √see=1 TeV

tanβ 
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∆t
an

β/
ta

n β
 

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

(a) √see=500 GeV

FIG. 6. Sensitivity to tanb for ~a! aAsee5500 GeVgg collider
with MH5100 GeV ~solid line!, 150 GeV~dashed line! and 200
GeV ~dotted line!. ~b! A Asee51 TeV gg collider with MH

5100 GeV~solid line!, 200 GeV~dashed line! and 400 GeV~dot-
ted line!.
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(b)  √see=800 GeV
MH=200 GeV
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MH=250 GeV
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FIG. 7. Sensitivity to tanb assuming different reconstruction efficiencies for thet2H6 final state.e5100% ~solid line!, 75% ~dashed
line!, 50% ~dotted line!, 25% ~dot-dashed line!, 10% ~dot-dot-dashed line!, 5% ~short-dashed line!. ~a! is for Asee5500 GeV, MH

5150 GeV; ~b! is for Asee5800 GeV, MH5200 GeV; ~c! is for Asee51000 GeV, MH5250 GeV; and~d! is for Asee51500 GeV,
MH5500 GeV.
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5Amt /mb;6.3 for the values of the top and bottom mass
used. The actual minimum of sensitivity to tanb will depend
on the detailed behavior of the cross section, but it is
surprise that this process is insensitive to the value of tab
;627. The asymmetry in the sensitivity curves, which
more apparent in subsequent figures, is the simple co
quence that when tanb&6, as tanb is increased the cros
section enters the region least sensitive to tanb while for
tanb*6, when tanb is decreased the cross section ent
this region.

We have previously pointed out that the measuremen
tanb is much weaker in theeg ande1e2 modes of a future
linear collider. In Fig. 5 we showD tanb/tanb for the gg,
eg and e1e2 modes forAsee51 TeV andMH5200 GeV.
We will henceforth only show results for thegg case.

As the charged Higgs boson has not yet been observe
mass is not determined. We expect that the charged H
boson will have been discovered and its mass determine
the time this analysis is performed by experimentalists,
for now we allowMH to vary. In Fig. 6, we present result
on the variation of D tanb/tanb with MH for Asee
5500 GeV and 1 TeV linear colliders operating ingg mode.
The cross section decreases as we near the kinematic
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@(MH1mt);0.83Asee# as does the sensitivity to the valu
of tanb.

The central issue in making a precision measuremen
tanb is the reconstruction efficiency of the signal. Given th
this depends on the details of the detector and can only
accurately estimated by performing a detailed detec
Monte Carlo simulation in Fig. 7 we show a series of resu
for reconstruction efficiencies of 100%, 75%, 50%, 25
10%, and 5% forAsee5500 GeV@Fig. 7~a!#, 800 GeV@Fig.
7~b!#, 1000 GeV@Fig. 7~c!# and 1500 GeV@Fig. 7~d!#. In this
way, when the details of the detector are better known al
with a good estimate of the reconstruction efficiency, one
use these figures to estimate the expected measurement
of tanb and compare the estimate from associatedt2H6

production to other processes considered in the literature

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the potential for measuring
parameter tanb arising in type II Higgs doublet models suc
as MSSM using associatedt-quark charged Higgs boson pro
duction ingg collision; s(gg→tH61X). We find that sen-
sitivity to the value of tanb can be as small as several pe
1-5
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cent or as largeO(100%), depending on the value of tanb.
For this process, the region of tanb.7 is particularly insen-
sitive to the value of tanb. Overall, this process is compet
tive with those considered by Feng and Moroi@21#, Barger
et al. @20#, and Gunionet al. @18#. Feng and Moroi conside
the production of two Higgs bosons,HA andH1H2, as well
as associatedH2tb̄ and find good sensitivity at low tanb.
Bargeret al. consider associated production of heavy neu
Higgs and heavy quark pairs,Hbb̄, Ht t̄ , Abb̄ andAt t̄, and
also find good sensitivity at low tanb. Gunion et al. also
consider Higgs boson associated production with he
quark pairs, as well as the production of two Higgs boso
HA and H1H2, with four heavy quarks in the final state
Their combined analysis indicates thatD tanb/tanb; a few
to ten percent is possible for tanb.30 and tanb,10, but
there remains a potential hole for intermediate values
l
ly
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tanb:10,tanb,30. The analysis considered here provid
sensitivity to very low tanb&3 and for intermediate to large
values of tanb*10. Thus, it should be considered an ad
tional tool in disentangling the Higgs sector of the ele
troweak theory and complements other processes previo
considered.
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